
Fixed Table Flatbeds

VR5D-E
Our VR5D-E is the most feature rich, entry level 4’ x 8’ true LED UV 
flatbed printer on the market. With industry-proven dual-color Ricoh 
Gen5 print heads, you can expect both quality and speed, up to 12 
boards an hour, at a very affordable starting price. The VR5D-E is also 
field upgradeable, up to 10 print heads in 2 rows (2x5), for increased 
production. While pricing is entry level, the VR5D-E is an industrial, 
high production printer engineered for worry-free maintenance and 
ease of operation. High production with low operating cost is at your 
fingertips!

The VR5D-E supports CMYK, W & V printing while utilizing 7-14 pl dots 
for vivid color output on substrates up to 4” thick. Other features 
include auto height detection, one-touch pin registration, front-to-
back and back-to-front printing and 4 reversible vacuum zones. The 
end result is a versatile printer that helps you increase your job 
applications and grows with your business.

Vanguard Cutting Edge Technology
ALIGNGUARD

Air assisted pin registration provides precise media
alignment with every print.

PRESSUREGUARD
Provides stability within the negative pressure system

which increases the life cycle of critical components.
CUREGUARD

Precisely adjustable LED curing technology allows you to 
print to more substrates with greater control.

ACCUGUARD
A metal raster provides the most accurate dot

placement in the industry.
PRINTGUARD

Reduce time and waste with pinpoint accurate print
resuming after a crash sensor has been reset.

NOISEGUARD
Twin mufflers reduce the noise level of the powerful
media vacuum pumps.
BANDGUARD
Virtually eliminate chromatic banding, allowing you to
print at faster speeds and better quality.
TIMEGUARD
Increase productivity and reduce labor by accurately
printing from front to back and back to front.
MEDIAGUARD
Measure media thickness with our auto-height detection
system in just a matter of seconds.
STATICGUARD
Be proactive by reducing static charges on acrylics and 
other positively charged substrates.


